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Abstract—Malicious network attacks are a serious source of
concern, and machine learning techniques are widely used to
build Attack Detectors with off-line training with real attack and
non-attack data, and used online to monitor system entry points
connected to networks. Many machine learning based Attack
Detectors are typically trained to identify specific types attacks,
and the training of such algorithms to cover several types of
attacks may be excessively time consuming. This paper shows
that G-Networks, which are queueing networks with product
form solution and special customers such as negative customers
and triggers, can be trained just with “non-attack” traffic, can
accurately detect several different attack types. This is established
with a special case of G-Networks with triggerred customer
movement. A DARPA attack and non-attack traffic repository
is used to train and test the the G-Network, yielding comparable
or clearly better accuracy than most known attack detection
techniques.

Index Terms—Gelenbe-Networks (G-Networks), Multiple At-
tack Detection, Random Neural Networks, Queueing Networks
with Negative and Positive Customers, Auto-Associative Deep
Random Neural Network

I. INTRODUCTION

THE edge of the Internet is populated with a wide range
of devices that are part of Mobile Networks, the Internet

of Things (IoT) as well as various servers and local area
networks. Since 50% or more of these devices [1] are simple
and hence of low-cost and low-maintenance, it is difficult (if
not totally impossible) to burden them with complex security
functionalities [2], and are prime targets for cyberattacks [3]–
[5], including simple Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [6]
which seriously interfere with the operation of numerous
devices that have few resources to spare [7], [8]. Systemic
approaches to securing cyber-physical systems have been
suggesed [9], [10], but these may not be suitable for highly
distributed systems composed of simple devices.

More harmful Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks [11] can
overwhelm large networks by using proxy victims that have
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been attacked and turned into “Bots”. In turn, they flood
devices with attacks and overwhelming traffic, such as in
the “Mirai” attack [12], and compromising Netflix, Reddit,
Spotify, and Twitter [13], [14], and harming millions of IP
nodes [15], [16].

Thus much research has been conducted in designing Attack
Detectors (ADs) using conventional statistics or Machine
Learning (ML). These can be trained on-line, or off-line with
validated instances of non-attack and attack data collected dur-
ing long usage periods or during substantial network attacks.
The trained AD is then used online to monitor IP addresses
and network ports, so as to raise an alarm when malicious
incoming traffic is detected.

Because of the severe effects of Botnet attacks, much work
has addressed their characteristics [12], [17] and Mirai attack
source code was also studied [18]. The detection of Mirai
attacks from incoming traffic has used different ML methods
including K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM), Decision Trees (DT), Multi-Layer Perceptrons
(MLP) [19], Classification and Regression Trees [20], Gradient
Boosting and Random Forests [21], Deep MLPs [22], Long-
Short Term Memory [23], [24], and their comparison was
also conducted [25]. Related research includes [26]–[29], and
adaptive network routing to avoid nodes or paths that are
subject to unusal events or an attack [30], [31] has also been
investigated.

G-Networks [32] are stochastic queueing networks with
product form solution, and a special case of this model, known
as the Random Neural Network (RNN) [33]–[35] has been
shown to be effective in detecting denial of service SYN
attacks [36], after being trained via gradient descent learning
with both “normal” and attack data.

This is a consequence of an important mathematical prop-
erty that we exploit in this paper, namely the ability of G-
Networks to approximate all continuous and bounded func-
tions, with arbitrarily close error values that depend on the
size of the network in number of queues or neurons [37],
[38]. On the empirical side of things, the RNN has been very



successfully used previously by several authors, both for attack
or intrusion detection [39], [40], and in many other application
areas where machine learning is often used [41]–[49].

Another special case of G-Networks, known as a Deep Ran-
dom Neural Network (DRNN) [50], when trained with only
“normal” (i.e., non-attack data) in Auto-Associative mode, so
that its output with “normal” non-atack data matches closely
the input data [51], can effectively recognize SYN attacks
[52]. In other recent work [53], it has again been shown
that this Auto-Associative Deep Random Neural Network
(AADRNN), provides very accurate Botnet attack detection
despite being trained with only “normal” (non-attack) traffic.
In the case of Mirai Botnet attack detection, the AADRNN’s
performance was compared against three well-known state-of-
the-art machine learning techniques: Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selector Operator (Lasso), K-Nearest Neighbors Regressor
(KNN), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), showing that
AADRNN performs significantly better, resulting in the fol-
lowing standard metrics: Balanced Accuracy 99.84%, Sensi-
tivity 99.82% and Specificity 99.98%.

Thus in this paper we extend previous work [52], [53]
to evaluate whether the AADRNN – using auto-associative
training with only normal traffic, i.e., without the use of attack
data – can actually detect a wide spectrum of attacks. In
Section II we describe the structure of the machine learning
model that we use. Section III discusses preprocessing and the
post-processing (decision) phase related to the KDD dataset
[54] that is used for learning and testing. Section IV uses this
well established attack dataset that contains multiple instances
of 41 types of attacks, to provide experimental results that
indicate that the AADRNN achieves very accurate detection
for many – but not all – of these numerous attack types.

Two variants of the AADRNN are used, both with three
layers, but one with a 40− 20− 21 structure shown in Figure
2, while the second uses a “rectangular” structure as shown
in Figure 1. We see that the latter provides results that are
somewhat less accurate than the former, while the former
structure appears to outperform most other attack detection
methods that have recently been discussed in the literature.

II. THE AADRNN

The central part of the method we use is composed of an
AADRNN that is structured in n-neuron clusters of densely
coupled neuronal cells that are represented as G-Networks
as detailed in this section. They are shown schematically in
Figure 1.

The specific G-Network used has “triggers” [32], [55],
where each “queue” represents a single neuron. All of these
neurons or queues are satistically identical and if a queue’s
queue length is positive (i.e., that neuron is “excited”), then
it fires a spike (sends a “trigger”) after an exponentially
distributed random interval of parameter r to the set of other
queues (neurons) in the same cluster. The trigger will:
• Either cause a drop by −1 of the receiving queue’s length,

and an immediate transmission of another trigger by the
receiving neuron to some other neuron in the cluster with

probability p, creating another identical step in the chain
or events,

• Or the receiving queue (neuron) absorbs the arriving
trigger with probability (1 − p) and it’s queue length
increases by +1.

• The target neuron of an arriving trigger is selected at
random with equal probability 1

n .
• In addition to the triggers, each queue (neuron) in a

cluster receives an external Poisson flow of excitatory
spikes at rate λfl, and a Poisson flow of inhibitory spikes
at rate λfl. An arriving excitatory spike increases by one
(+1) the length of the receiving queue; the arrival of an
inhibitory spike reduces the queue length by one (−1) if
the queue length is positive, and otherwise have no effect.

• All queues (neurons) in the cluster of layer l (column,
going left to right), in row number f as shown in
Figure 1, will receive inhibitory inputs (negative cus-
tomers) of spikes from all neurons in the previous layer:∑Fl−1

g=1 w−g,f,l−1qg,l−1, where Fl is the number of clusters
in layer l, and w−g,f,l−1 ≥ 0, 1 ≤ g ≤ Fl−1.

• All n neurons in a given cluster are statistically identical,
and their probability of excitation (probability that the
queue length is positive) is denoted qf,l.

Based on this description, qf,l is expressed as [32]:

qf,l = (1)

Λfl +
r′fl qf,l(n−1)(1−p)

n Sf,l(p, n)

rfl + λ−fl +
r′flqf,l(n−1)p

n Sf,l(p, n)
, (2)

where rfl = r′fl +

Fl∑
g=1

w−f,g,l , (3)

λ−fl = λfl +

Fl−1∑
g=1

[w−g,f,l−1 × qg,l−1], and (4)

Sf,l(p, n) =

∞∑
i=0

[qf,lp(n− 1)

n

]i
=

n

n− qf,lp(n− 1)
. (5)

Thus :

qf,l =
Λfl +

r′fl qf,l(n−1)(1−p)
n−qf,lp(n−1)

rfl + λ−fl +
r′fl qf,l(n−1)p
n−qf,lp(n−1)

. (6)

Since qf,l is a probability, its maximum allowable value is 1.
Because one can show that it is an increasing function of Λfl,
it follows that:

Λfl ≤ rfl + λ−fl −
r′fl(n− 1)(1− 2p)

n− p(n− 1)
, (7)

so that to guarantee that qf,l ≤ 1 it suffices to set:

Λfl ≤ r′fl + λfl −
r′fl(n− 1)(1− 2p)

n− p(n− 1)
. (8)

The equations (1) to (8) represent the multiple layer
AADRNN as a single nework, where inhibitry weights project



Fig. 1: Overall architecture of the AADRNN for Attack Detection with the KDD [54] Dataset.

from each cell in a given layer to the cells in the next
layer. However our computations are based on a simplification,
where each cluster of cells in a given layer is a RNN that
receives an inhibitory input from clusters in the previous layer,
but does not send out spikes to the subsequent layer so that
it does not project into the subsequent layer, (3) becomes
rfl = r′fl. The projections from a layer to a subsequent layer
are then treated as a numerical transformation of the outputs of
each cluster, providing a numerical value to each λ−fl, while:

qfl =
Λfl +

rfl qf,l(n−1)(1−p)
n−qf,lp(n−1)

rfl + λ−fl +
rfl qf,l(n−1)p
n−qf,lp(n−1)

, (9)

which for large n becomes:

qfl ≈
Λfl +

rfl qf,l(1−p)
1−qf,lp

rfl + λ−fl +
rfl qf,lp
1−qf,lp

. (10)

Since qfl is a probability, by setting qfl ≤ 1 one obtains,

Λfl ≤ λ−fl + rfl .
p

1− p
, (11)

and we see can initialize the AADRNN parameters as follows:

Λfl = rfl +
p

1− p
, (12)

and set rfl = 1 throughout the network, for large n and small
p. The we can define the vectors and matrices:

Ql−1 = [q1,l−1, ... , qFl−1,l−1 , (13)
Wl−1 = [w−g,f,l−1][Fl×Fl

, (14)

We can write the expression (10) as:

qfl ≈ ζ(Ql−1,Wl−1), or in vector form :

Ql ≈ ζ(Ql−1,Wl−1), Q0 = [x1, ... , xF ] = x ,

x̂ = [x̂1, ... , x̂F ] = QL .

The matrices Wl are initially drawn at random, and then

progressively optimized step by step during auto-associative
training to minimize the error function ||x− x̂||.

III. EXTRACTION OF INPUT FEATURES FROM DATA

In order to prepare the traffic features for the input of
AADRNN, we preprocess (via simple/lightweight operations)
the features extracted from the network traffic and available
in the data set. First, the non-numerical (categorical) features
are encoded into numerical features. To this end, for each non-
numerical feature f , the possible set of unique values, denoted
by Uf , is determined. Then, for each unique value u ∈ Uf , a
positive integer in [1, |Uf |] is assigned. As soon as each non-
numerical feature is converted to numerical, the value of the
numerical feature, denoted by xfk , is normalized by min-max
scaling as

xfk ←
xfk −min

k∈K
xfk

max
k∈K

xfk −min
k∈K

xfk
(15)

where K is the set of all traffic (samples) available in the data
set.

A. Statistical Whisker based Non-Attack Classification

In order to classify the traffic features as attack or benign,
we train the ADRNN using only benign traffic. This classifier
makes a decision by evaluating the traffic features compared
against the output of AADRNN based on the statistical
whisker.

During the decision making for a packet (or any sample) k,
first one calculates the absolute difference between the actual
features and the predicted features by the AADRNN:

zfk = |xfk − x̂
f
k | ∀f ∈ F . (16)

Then, the total number of features with abnormal values,
denoted by ζk, is computed:

ζk =
∑
f∈F

1(zfk > wf ), (17)



where wf is the value of whisker that is learned during
the training, where 1(Ξ) = 1 if the statement Ξ is true,
and 1(Ξ) = 0 otherwise. That is, in (17), the feature f is
considered to have an abnormal value indicative of an attack
when zfk > wf .

Finally, the packet k is considered an attack if there are
more than θ features with abnormal values:

yk = 1(ζk > θ). (18)

Using the training data, Ktrain, which consists of only
benign traffic features, we determine the values of wf and
θ, respectively. To this end, first, the value of the absolute
difference zfk is computed for each k ∈ Ktrain using (16). For
each feature f , the lower quartile Qfl and upper quartile Qfu
of {zfk}k∈Ktrain are calculated as

Kflower ≡ {k : zfk < median({zfk}k∈Ktrain)}, ∀f ∈ F (19)

Qfl = median({zfk}k∈Kf
lower

), ∀f ∈ F , (20)

and

Kfupper ≡ {k : zfk > median({zfk}k∈Ktrain)}, ∀f ∈ F (21)

Qfu = median({zfk}k∈Kf
upper

), ∀f ∈ F (22)

Using Qfl and Qfu, the whisker wf for the upper quartile is
calculated as

wf = Qfu + 1.5(Qfu −Q
f
l ) ∀f ∈ F (23)

Since the training data is based on benign traffic, θ must
be selected to classify training samples as benign traffic.
However, we should also consider that the training data may
include some outlier samples. Thus, we set the value of θ to
the mean of the number of abnormal features plus the standard
deviation of abnormal features in the training data:

θ = µζ + 2σζ , (24)

where

µζ =

∑
k∈Ktrain

ζk

|Ktrain|
, σζ =

√∑
k∈Ktrain

(ζk − µζ)2

|Ktrain|
(25)

IV. EVALUATING THE AADRNN

The KDD Cup’99 data set [54] includes both “normal” or
benign traffic as well as attack (intrusion) traffic. It contains
three different subsets: the training set, the smaller training
set reduced to 10% of the total training set, and the test
set, comprised of “4, 898, 431”, “494, 021”, and “311, 029”
samples respectively, with 41 features related to network
traffic.

We first evaluate the ADRNN with three layers and F∞ =
41, F∞ = 20, F∞ = 41, where the number of clusters in the
second layer is simply chosen to be roughly one half of the
number of 41 input and output clusters.

To be comparable with recent state-of-the-art, we use the
small training set. Thus the AADRNN is:

• Trained with only the 97, 278 benign samples in the
smaller training set, and

• Evaluated using all samples in the test set.
• All experiments are performed on a workstation with

32 Gb RAM and an AMD 3.7 GHz (Ryzen 7 3700X)
processor.

The structure of the AADRNN includes three layers with 41,
20 and 41 neurons respectively, where 41 corresponds to the
number of features. In addition, we set rfl = 1 for all clusters,
λfl = λfl = 0.005, and p = 0.01.

We compare the performance of the AADRNN against the
unsupervised state-of-the-art one class classification technique
based on the Support Vector Machine - One Class Classifier
(SVM-OCC). In addition, we compare the performance of
AADRNN with that of several supervised machine learning
techniques using the same dataset, namely the Linear Regres-
sion (LR), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Decision Tree (DT)
and Random Forest (RF), which are detailed in [56].

A. Results for the 41−20−41 Cluster Three Layer AADRNN

In Figure 3, the performance is presented with respect
to Accuracy, True Negative Rate (TNR), True Positive Rate
(TPR), Precision, and F1 Score on the KDD dataset as a whole,
showing that AADRNN achieves aproximately 93% accuracy
with high TNR (97%) and TPR (92%). According to these
results, the AADRNN of Figure successfully classifies both
benign and attack traffic as a whole for all the test data and
attack types in the KDD dataset, although it has been trained
only with a small benign traffic dataset.

As indicated earlier, the KDD Cup’99 dataset contains a
wide variety of attack types, so that the performance of the
ADRNN can differ for different attack types. To this end,
Figure 4 displays the performance of AADRNN for each
individual type of attack in the test set. The results show that
the prediction accuracy is less than or equal to 50% for 10
out of 37 attack types while it is above 98% for 21 out of 37
attack types.

1) Comparison with Unsupervised and Supervised Tech-
niques: We now compare the performance of the 41−20−41
cluster three layer AADRNN first with the performance of the
unsupervised technique based on the Support Vector Machine
SVM-OCC, and then with other supervised state-of-the-art
machine learning techniques. Figure 5 compares AADRNN
with SVM-OCC with respect to Accuracy, TNR and TPR.
The results in this figure show that of the 41−20−41 cluster
three layer AADRNN clearly outperforms this state-of-the-
art unsupervised one class classifier for detecting both benign
and attack traffic, and the performance difference is significant
especially for detecting attack traffic.

In addition Table I, presents the computation times of
AADRNN and SVM-OCC. One may see that AADRNN is
two orders of magnitude faster than SVM-OCC. Moreover,
since the training of AADRNN requires only benign traffic
and takes 1.49 s on average, AADRNN can also be trained
online for some applications.



Fig. 2: Architecture of the 41− 20− 41 three layer AADRNN for Attack Detection with the KDD [54] Dataset.

Fig. 3: Performance of the 41 − 20 − 41 cluster three layer
AADRNN with respect to Accuracy, TNR, TPR, Precision and
F1 Score metrics for the KDD dataset taken as a whole for
all attack types.

B. Evaluation of the 41− 41− 41 AADRNN

Finally we also briefly evaluate the three layer and 41 −
41−41 cluster AADRNN with the same small training dataset
and the whole KDD testing dataset. In Figure 6 we observe
its average performance over all of the attack types in the
dataset, and observer a slightly lower performance than that
of the 41− 20− 41 cluster network that is given in Figure 3.

In Figure 7 we summarize the performance of the three
layer 41−41−41 cluster AADRNN for each of the individual
attack types, and again we see a somewhat lower performance
than that of the 41− 20− 41 network that is shown in Figure

Fig. 4: The 41 − 20 − 41 cluster three leayer ADRNN’s
performance for each attack type in the KDD dataset.

4. Hence we see that the mapping of the data into a sub-
space, as offered by the 41−20−41 network, provides better
performance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that a special case of G-networks [32],
[55], the AADRNN, can be used as a detector for a broad range
of packet based network attacks. To this effect, this work uses
the function approximation capacity of G-Networks [37].

Another novelty of this work is that the AADRNN is not
trained with the different attack data sets that it is expeted to
detect. Rather, the AADRNN is only trained with benign
non-attack traffic as an autassociative neural network, and



Fig. 5: Comparison of the 41 − 20 − 41 cluster three layer
AADRNN against the state-of-the-art one class classifier
SVM-OCC on the KDD dataset.

TABLE I: Comparison of the 41 − 20 − 41 three layer
AADRNN against a state-of-the-art one class classifier, the
SVM-OCC with respect to computation time.

Model

Total

Training Time

(seconds)

Execution Time

per Sample

(secs)

Mean St-Dev Mean St-Dev

AADRNN 1.49 0.03 5.13 0.08

SVM-OCC 249.7 9.44 326.3 7.59

despite this limited training it is able to detect many different
attack types.

The AADRNN is also limited in this case to two differ-
ent three-layer networks. Learning and training is conducted
with the well known DARPA KDD [54] dataset. The first
AADRNN is a 41− 20− 41 cluster structure, and the second
one is a 41− 41− 41 cluster structure.

The 41 − 20 − 41 cluster structure is observed to achieve
better performance, which is summarized in Table II, and com-
pared to other well-known machine learning techniques: the
unsupervised SVM-OCC, and the supervised MLP, LR, KNN,
DT, RF systems whose performance was recently reported in
[56].

When evaluated with the KDD dataset, the 41 − 20 − 41
cluster AADRNN outperforms these other techniques except

Fig. 6: The 41−41−41 cluster three layer ADRNN’s average
performance for all attack types in the KDD dataset.

Fig. 7: The 41 − 41 − 41 cluster three layer ADRNN’s
performance for each attack type in the KDD dataset.

for MLP and DT. A comparison with MLP and DT shows that
the AADRNN achieves almost the same performance, but its
Recall metric is higher and its Precision is lower, while it
yields slightly lower False Negatives and slightly higher False
Positives.



In future work, we plan to extend these comparisons to other
available real or synthetic datasets. In particular we plan to
use the NSL-KDD dataset [57], and some validated synthetic
datasets which may also available, while other forms of G-
Networks may also be tested.
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